In Le Marche in Recanati, a unique school where you can find the real Italy
Campus L’Infinito is a language and culture school in the Marche region of Italy, in the town of Recanati. Campus L’Infinito is a unique type of school in Italy which was founded as a teaching project by ELI Edizioni, a leading publishing house in Italy and overseas which specialises in language learning. Campus L’Infinito maximizes its potential by achieving synergy between important local companies: the graphic industries of Tecnostampa and Rotopress, the creativity of Airone Comunicazione and the musical world of Eko Music Group. The school is accredited as a training organisation for the Marche Region and collaborates with universities in the region. The school operates together with important local institutions including the Municipality of Recanati, the Poliarte Design School of Ancona, the Opera Academy of Beniamino Gigli, Villa Incanto and the Civic Museum of Recanati.

Michele Casali, CEO Campus L’Infinito
The aim of Campus L’Infinito is to teach the Italian language and Italian culture by introducing learners to the most beautiful and interesting aspects of our region. We go beyond the simple traditional teaching methods and students learn by ‘experimenting’ with the finest aspects of Italy which are much more visible in this region than in large cities. Here, students feel ‘at home’.
Recanati is one of the most famous and fascinating towns in central Italy. It is situated between the magical Sibillini mountains and the Conero Nature Reserve with its cliff, the Monte Conero, overlooking the sea. Recanati is the birthplace of Giacomo Leopardi, one of the most important Italian poets, and of Beniamino Gigli, one of the greatest tenors in the history of lyrical music. It is also home to remarkable works of art by the great artist Lorenzo Lotto.
Recanati is beautiful! The people are so kind and the scenery is amazing. I've made some great friends!

Paulina - China
The Le Marche region in central Italy is the only Italian region written in the plural form. It is a region that amazes and enchants the visitor. Le Marche is a region rich in art, culture, beautiful scenery, traditions, crafts and gastronomy.
Una Regione con uno splendido mare, monti azzurri e dolci colline. Vicina ai più grandi centri di interesse turistico d'Italia.

**Why in Le Marche?**
- Because it is in central Italy.
- Because it is an enchanting and unspoilt area.
- Because it is a leading area for many high-quality Italian products.
- Because the area offers a complete array of Italian scenery.
- Because students can meet real Italian people.
- Because there is a wealth of artistic works of art.
- Because it is ‘all of Italy in one region’.
THE METHOD

The communicative approach is a fun, teaching method supported by various tools: advanced techniques and methods which involve teaching the Italian language both inside and outside the class, in contact with native speakers. The courses include individual work with the teacher, theme evenings and events to enrich the learning experience and allow students to immerse themselves in the Italian way of life.

A fantastic experience! A professional environment, but above all with an outstanding human touch. Maria Elvira - Colombia
The school offers intensive 20-hour a week Italian course for all levels of the **European Framework of Reference for Languages**, from levels A1 to C1, all equivalent to the ITA 101/102/106/201/202/206 levels, as well as specialized courses for those at a more advanced level and that would count for your Italian or your MLL minor.”
ITA 280- 21st Century Italian Cinema, Society and Culture

The overall goal of this interactive course is to promote a thorough and a personal understanding of the Italian “happening in the now”, done so by viewing and discussing the works of a new generational wave of directors whose films continue to explore the current changes and realities in Italian culture of the 21st century. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be capable to do the following:

- To be able to discuss and have a better grasp of key cultural, political and societal issues of 21st century Italy—issues that presently shifting the country’s sense of identity— with a certain depth and sophistication.
• To develop a disciplinary understanding and an appreciation of contemporary Italian Cinema.

• To understand how Italians presently see themselves as a society and be able to compare this definition or these definitions to our own country’s sense of values.

• To grasp the similarities and differences of both Italian and American societies, with emphasis on how each one deals topics such as immigration, social injustices, the economy, and so on amidst the rise of a new generation of thinkers in the new millennia.

The above programmes are available during specific periods and require a minimum number of participants. For more information, please contact us.
The Campus offers accommodation in **apartments of various size all located in the town centre** of Recanati, just a few minutes’ walk from the school. All apartments have one or more bedroom, one or two bathrooms, a fully fitted kitchen and living room and tv. Hotel accommodation (3 and 4 stars) is also available at a supplement.
Types of accommodation available:

- **One bed in a shared double or triple room:**
  shared kitchen and bathroom with other students

- **Single room:**
  shared kitchen and bathroom with other students

- **Single apartment:**
  For exclusive use (for one, two or three people travelling together).

Upon request, the school can arrange accommodation in families or in hotels, B&Bs or farmhouses in the area.

Thank you for this unique experience. These two weeks flew by!

Ivana - Argentina
THE ‘INFINITE ESPERIENZE’

The Campus L’Infinito offers Infinite Esperienze, an exclusive package of guided tours, culture lessons and the opportunity to attend events that complete the educational programme.

‘An unexpected life experience’
Cristina - Romania

“An unexpected life experience”
Cristina - Romania

“The school is amazing! I love the school, the lessons, the cultural experiences that you created for us. Great job!”
Wenting - Canada

“I will always remember this experience. THANK YOU!!!!”
Jasmine California USA
In the most beautiful locations in Le Marche, central Italy, and beyond!

› Cultural lessons.
› Excursions and guided tours (Florence, Rome, Assisi, Venice, etc. etc.!!!)
› Visits to local food and wine producers and to arts and crafts centers (wine cellars, oil mills, cheese factories, cured meat factories, craft workshops and lots more).
› Opportunities to attend local folk fairs, historical reenactments and food and wine festivals.
› Opportunities to attend concerts and local events.
› Themed evenings (karaoke, international dinners, typical meals of the Marche region).
Live, discover and get a taste of Italy with Campus L’Infinito!
For information and registration:
Professor Manny Rossi
Italian Program Director
Department of Modern Languages & Literatures
mgrossi@miami.edu
Office: Merrick 210-25 (please email to schedule an appointment)

Nina Y. Castro
Assistant Director of Study Abroad
n.castro1@miami.edu
Website: studyabroad.miami.edu
Location: Dooly Memorial Building, Suite 125